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THE DEPARTMENT OF CREATIVE MEDIA IS AT THE FOREFRONT OF DELIVERING NEW 
MEDIA TECHNOLOGY PROGRAMMES. 

WE PREPARE GRADUATES TO MEET THE GROWING NATIONAL AND INTERNATIONAL 
DEMAND FOR SKILLED PROFESSIONALS.
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DEPARTMENT OF

CREATIVE MEDIA
The audio-visual sector is worth over €1 billion to the Irish economy, with the film, TV and animation sectors 
accounting for almost €700 million. The Government plans to double the size of the sector over the next five 
years by increasing production activity and doubling the numbers of people employed in the sector.

Our Creative Media programmes in Animation VFX & Motion Design and TV/Radio & New Media 
Broadcasting allow students to experiment, refine and grow their own unique creative style.

Through a combination of live industry briefs, expert guest speakers and experienced teaching staff, students 
will get the opportunity to learn how to create across a range of digital platforms. Students will develop their 
critical and collaborative skills in tandem with media productions. Our range of modules and project briefs 
foster a creative and challenging environment consistent with student interests and career aspirations.

If you enjoy being creative and want to bring your ideas to life, then our Creative Media degree programmes 
will ensure your ideas become a reality. 

All artwork included are originals of our student’s work.

INTRODUCTION
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Do you have a passion for drawing, animating and the creative arts industry? 
Our programme at IT Tralee, the Bachelor of Arts (Hons) in Animation, Visual 
Effects and Motion Design has produced many award winning students. 
This programme allows students to experiment with design, technique, 
content and format, bringing ideas to life. Animation is no longer restricted 
to conventional formats and our programme reflects this by encouraging 
students to explore a range of areas within the creative arts.

The course looks at animation production in a broad context, providing 
the opportunity of an intensive and team-based experience, in which you 
develop skillsets and expertise in the whole production process. Students 
learn how to deal with the challenges of a professional animator, the 
importance of flexibility and the value of innovative skills.

We encourage our students to enter their works into animation festivals 
worldwide. This gives them the opportunity to showcase their ideas and 
skills on an international stage. Our students have been finalists in many of 
these festivals at national and international level. During the programme we 
also offer students the opportunity of setting up their own business while 
also getting the opportunity to work on live industry-based projects in their 
final year. Our programme will introduce you to the core principles of creative 
film making, animation and visual storytelling.

This honours degree gives you the practical and technical skills for 
employment in this rapidly expanding sector. There are modules on drawing/
character development, illustration, design, character modelling, set 
design, animation principles, stopmotion, digital graphics, visual effects, 
motion graphics, compositing, 2D/3D modelling, rigging, texturing, lighting, 
photography, special effects, and digital cinematography.

Ireland has one of the fastest growing animation sectors in the world, 
some of the largest animation companies are based here. Our students are 
currently working in Giant Studios, Troy Studios, and have had internships in 
many of the leading animation studios in Ireland.

IT Tralee is a cultural partner of the Animation Dingle festival, one of the 
biggest student animation festivals in the world. At Animation Dingle we have 
won the overall category in the Big Pitcher and many of our students have 
been finalists in several categories at this event. Our students attend the 
festival on an annual basis and contribute to its organisation.

This festival gives our students a unique opportunity to meet face-to-face 
with the giants of the animation industry in Ireland at their recruitment stands.

About the programme
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Simon Brown is a VFX Supervisor, and has worked at companies 
including, Industrial Light and Magic, Weta Digital, and The Mill. 

He has worked on Superbowl commercials and feature films including, 
Matrix Revolutions, Star Wars: Revenge of the Sith, and Ice Age: The 
Meltdown, Avatar and Transformers II.

Simon has also worked in a number of roles as R&D Programmer, 
Lighting and Effects Technical Director, and VFX Supervisor.

Raymond Quigley has worked on a number of projects including Disney 
XD's Randy Cunningham: 9th Grade Ninja and Danger Mouse. 
Boulder Media has become one of Ireland’s largest animation studios and 
has produced many great shows including Foster’s Home For Imaginary 
Friends, The Amazing World Of Gumball for Cartoon Network, El Tigre 
for Nickelodeon, and Randy Cunningham: 9th Grade Ninja for Disney 
Europe.

Shows they have produced have garnered many awards and numerous 
nominations such as, BAFTAs, EMMYs, ANNIEs, IFTAs, British Animation 
Awards, Cartoons on the Bay and more.

Simon Brown 
VFX Shoot Supervisor

Raymond Quigley 
Director at Boulder Media
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Limerick-born Norman Walshe graduated with a BA (Hons) in Industrial 
Design in 1998 but knew that designing everyday objects wasn’t for him. 
He wanted to work in an environment with no limits, something which the 
fantasy-adventure film genre he specialises in certainly provides.

As a concept artist, he has worked on many feature films including 
Stardust, starring Robert de Niro and Michelle Pfeiffer, Snow White and 
the Huntsman, Wonder Woman, Camelot, Jack and the Giant Killer, 
Fred Claus, The Dark is Rising, Inkheart and 1917 (Sam Mendes) Amblin 
Entertainment.

Norman Walshe
Concept Artist

Deirdre Barry
CEO at Avalon Films Ltd
Tralee native Deirdre Barry has been in production since 1995. 
Originally working in Los Angeles, she has been based in Dublin since 
2000, where she was Head of Production for Monster Entertainment 
for a number of years. She set up Avalon Films in 2009, which primarily 
focuses on live action projects, and Salty Dog Pictures in 2013, through 
which she has produced numerous animated series including Brewster 
the Rooster (RTE Jr), The Travels of a Young Marco Polo (RTEJr), 
The David S. Pumpkins Halloween Special (NBC, Saturday Night Live 
and starring Tom Hanks), Yabba Dabba Dinosaurs (Warner Bros., 
Cartoon Network), and most recently, Sir Mouse, a co-production with 
Belgium and Germany.

GUEST LECTURERS 
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Brendan McCarthy studied Painting and Film at Chelsea School of 
Art in London under the celebrated British pop artist Patrick Caulfield. 
Brendan is one of the UK’s most gifted and original comic book creators 
with his ground-breaking work in the 70s and 80s (Sometime Stories, 
Strange Days, Paradax!, Skin, RoganGosh). Brendan was also one of 
the pioneers of computer animation, designing the visuals for the early 
90s cgi TV series ReBoot — the first long-form digital narrative, which 
preceded Pixar’s and Dreamworks’ subsequent success. He is the co-
writer and original concept artist of the Oscar-winning Mad Max Fury 
Road.

Brendan McCarthy 
Artist/Screenwriter
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Our recent international animation graduate Hafiz Faisal is working 
with Electronic Arts Inc. (EA) as a Character Artist. EA is an American 
video game company and a global leader in the entertainment software 
company with its headquarters is based in California, USA.
 
EA develops and delivers games, content and online services for 
Internet-connected consoles, mobile devices and personal computers. 

Hafiz Faisal (Graduate)
Character Artist, Electronic Arts

Brian Shray (Graduate) 
Giant Animation Studios  

Brian is also a recent international animation graduate from the Institute 
of Technology Tralee. He now works at Giant Animation Studios in Dublin. 

Giant is an innovative Dublin-based company that is focused on the 
development and production of exciting new ideas for television, feature 
film and games.



"If I could sum up my experience studying in the Institute of Technology 
Tralee in one word, it would be ‘opportunity’. 

My classmates and I were exposed to a plethora of interesting projects.
With these projects, we got to collaborate with real clients such as the 
Tourism board in Kerry, Department of Culture, Heritage and Gaeltacht 
as well as the organisers of the Fenit Wild Minds Festival. This event saw 
my group’s final year project screened at 3 separate locations (including 
the cinema). It was a unique opportunity to showcase our film to so many 
people.This also gave me a foot up into the animation industry here in 
Ireland. I wouldn’t change that for the world!".
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"IT Tralee will hold some of the best memories I will cherish. From 
meeting incredibly talented individuals, making friends, learning new skills 
and advancing on existing ones. 

The BA (Hons) in Animation, VFX and Motion Design at the IT provided 
me with many opportunities to grow as an individual. By giving me the 
space, time and techniques to develop my abilities I was able to prepare 
for work after education and secure a job before I graduated. 

I am happy I chose IT Tralee for my studies and am very grateful to all my 
lecturers and mentors throughout my time here".

Deborah Tan (Graduate) 
Winner of Big Pitcher and intern at Jam Media.

Corina VanDeventer (Graduate) 
Freelance illustrator/animator 

OUR GRADUATES 
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The Bachelor of Arts (Hons) in Animation, Visual Effects and Motion Design 
gives you up-to-the minute skills and industry relevant training in the 
animation and visual effects sector. 

It will introduce you to the core principles of creative film making, animation 
and visual storytelling. Ireland has one of the fastest growing animation 
sectors in the world; some of the largest animation companies are based 
here. 
 
This course gives you the necessary practical and technical skills to launch 
a career in Ireland’s vibrant animation, games and visual effects industry. The 
content has been designed with extensive input from industry animators, to 
ensure our graduates have the skills that employers need.

The degree is designed to foster creative talent in a technology-driven 
environment, enabling our students to design and develop animation content 
while working with the latest industry standard software.
 
You get hands-on, practical, applied training, and an appreciation of relevant 
theories underpinning the evolution of animation, visual effects and motion 
design.

“Increased demand for animation from streaming services such as Netflix 
and Amazon has meant that finding staff has become the industry’s biggest 
challenge. It’s a global talent business and colleges physically can’t keep up 
with the demand for production. So most companies around the world, from 
India to Toronto to Dublin, are starting production without the whole crew 
because we can’t get them, and that’s got a big impact”.
 

Cathal Gaffney-MD Brown Bag Films, COO 9 Story Media Group



 CEO of Jam Media, John Rice and Artistic
 Director of Animation Dingle, Maurice Galway
Meeting with our Irish Animation Awards
 Big Pitcher winner Debbie Tan, with Creative
Media lecturer Marty Boylan
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This course gives you everything you need to launch a successful career in 
the broadcasting industry. You develop traditional radio and TV skills, and get 
a thorough understanding of how new technologies are used in the world of 
communication and media.

We encourage creativity and innovation through different methods of 
course delivery and assessment, including interactive online learning, group 
discussions, critique sessions, workshops, practicals and studio work. 
Project work is a key component of what we do, and we supplement our 
learning materials with presentations from visiting industry experts.

The industry work placement is a vital component of the degree course. This 
takes place in semester six (year three). Alternatively, you can work as part of 
an internal design team, creating digital content.

Our graduates work in television, film and video production in a variety of 
roles. These include: researchers; script-writers and lighting, camera and 
sound operators. Post-production roles include: video editors; motion 
graphics producers and colourists. 

In radio, graduates work as production coordinators, audio editors, 
researchers, in technical support, as producers, executive producers, station 
managers and programme controllers.

In the new media area, our graduates work as social media and web 
communications managers, bloggers, vloggers and content creators for 
digital publishers and virtual reality platforms.

Possible career disciplines

Post Production, Assistant Director, Video Production, Researcher, Voice-
over artist, Freelance: (across all platforms/channels), Promoter, Presenter, 
Producer , Tech Op, Social Media Specialist, Journalist, Digital content 
Creator/Producer, Marketing and Event Coordinator

About the programme
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Niamh is an award-winning actor, producer and writer from Dublin. 
Niamh trained at the National University of Ireland, Galway, The School of 
Visual Art, New York and The Acting Studio, New York and progressed 
to work under Hamilton Clancy (Blue Bloods, One Dollar, Orange is The 
New Black).

Her most recent stage credits include Eternal Youth, (Galway Theatre 
Festival), Macbeth, Hamlet, (Shakespeare in Bryant Park NY) Eternal 
Youth (Hudson Guild, NY), 4$tages (The Clemente NY) Three More 
Sleepless Nights (Chelsea Rep Lab NY). Her plays have been performed 
in Dublin, Galway, New York, North Carolina and Connecticut. She also 
writes for TV & Film. 

Niamh Ryan
Actor/Writer

Ailbhe Keogan
Screenwriter 

Ailbhe’s first feature film, Run & Jump, was selected as part of the Berlin 
Talent Campus Script Station and the Sundance Institute’s Lab. Directed 
by Oscar-nominated Steph Green, it premiered at Tribeca in 2012 and 
went on to win numerous awards and nominations. Her award-winning 
Screen Ireland Focus short film, Take Me Swimming played at festivals 
internationally and inspired the feature Sunlight, selected for Screen 
Ireland’s inaugural POV scheme. Ailbhe was chosen as one of two Irish 
participants on Guiding Lights 8, the UK film industry’s leading mentoring 
programme. She was under the mentorship of Alex Garland. Ping Pong, 
currently in development with Cowtown Films (IRL) and Screen Ireland, 
was one of 9 European projects to be selected for the 2018/19 Bridging 
the Dragon Project Lab in Beijing/Berlin.
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Ken O’Sullivan is a natural history documentary film maker, author and 
ocean conservationist. He has produced, directed and shot natural 
history documentary series for RTÉ & TG4 and worked as a freelance 
cameraman and director for BBC NHU, CBC Canada, ITV and as a 
cinematographer for TV commercials and drama projects. 

Ken also produced IFTA nominated, The Silver Branch, a creative, 
feature-length documentary for the Irish Film Board on changing the 
nature of our connection with the landscape in Ireland. Ken is involved 
in conservation projects working closely with academic institutions, the 
Marine Institute and various conservation organisations.

Ken O’Sullivan 
Documentary film maker

Laurence Hobgood
Composer  
Contemporary virtuoso pianist, collaborator, composer, arranger, 
producer, educator, Yamaha Artist, multiple Grammy nominee and 2010 
Grammy winner Laurence Hobgood has enjoyed a multi-faceted and 
dynamic career. Recognized for his dazzling piano technique and his 
signature style of composing and arranging, he has been transporting 
audiences around the world for over thirty years. Hobgood has played 
and/or recorded with Larry Coryell, Lee Konitz, John Patitucci, 
Jon Hendricks, Regina Carter, Stefon Harris, Arturo Sandoval, Richard 
Galliano, Christian McBride, Esperanza Spalding, Terreon Gully, Terence 
Blanchard, Bob Sheppard, Ernie Watts, Marc Johnson, among others.

GUEST LECTURERS 
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Seán is an award-winning video journalist. He sources, films and edits 
his own news stories for RTÉ’s Six One and nine o’clock news bulletins, 
as well as Nuacht for RTÉ and TG4. His work has covered local news, 
refugee/migrant issues, the Paris terrorist attacks, and the 2016 U.S. 
elections. 

Seán has filmed, produced, directed and presented a number of 
documentaries for TG4; Sherpa (2012), Misinéir na nDuganna: The Priest, 
The Mob, The Movie (2011) and Fear Bán na Slumanna (2008). He is also 
the studio presenter on TG4’s folklore series ‘Béaloideas Beo’.

Seán Mac an tSíthigh
Video journalist

Rob Vance
Writer, film-maker, photographer and presenter
Rob is a native of Dublin, living in Kerry since 2013. He was firstly 
an advertising photographer, shooting Waterford Glass in the USA, 
Bushmen in the Kalahari Desert, calendars on the Spanish Armada, and 
making audio-visuals for Volvo, BIM, Irish Cement and others.  

He spent three years in Saudi Arabia, teaching English and media studies 
in King Abdulaziz University and wrote half a dozen books and RTE 
history scripts covering mythology, the medieval world, ancient climate 
change and law and order in Victorian Ireland. He now shoots mainly 
black and white to capture the mood and presence of ancient sites. 
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Other guest speakers have included
Cathal Murray RTÉ Radio One Presenter.

Paschal Sheehy, Southern Editor, RTÉ News.

John O’Regan, Music Journalist/Broadcaster/Lecturer.

GUEST LECTURERS 

Guest Speakers
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Here is what Spin South West station manager Nessa McGann had to 
say about our graduates from IT Tralee.

“For the past few years SPIN South West has provided placement for an 
intern from the Institute of Technology Tralee and we have been delighted 
with the experience.

Students are competent, interested, enthusiastic and ready to learn 
about the world of working in radio, that’s perfect for us.
I would recommend this course to anyone interested in working in 
broadcast media and especially radio”. 
 

Nessa McGann  
Station Manager

Joleen Murphy (Graduate) 
Broadcast Co-ordinator, TV3 

“Having gained over three years experience working in live Radio and TV 
Broadcasting in Ireland, I can honestly say the standard of education and 
its application is on par with industry today. 

I look back on my time at IT Tralee as exceptional in terms of what to 
expect in the working environment. Being career ready on the day of my 
graduation was very important, and this course delivered that promise”.



Ray Cuddihy is a Creative Media graduate from IT Tralee, who is currently
working as a host on RTÉ’s new Home School Hub.  Since graduating 
from IT Tralee, Ray has progressed his studies further, by qualifying as a 
primary school teacher.

“I have very fond memories of my time as a student at IT Tralee, and I
can honestly say that they were some of the most creative years of my life.
I met life-long friends there, we had lots of fun and we all felt that any idea
that we had could be realised in one way or another. The course started
my creative journey in media, that has taken me from community radio to
commercial radio, and from theatre to television”. 
                                                                         Ray 'Wingnut' Cuddihy

C R E A T I V E  M E D I A
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“While studying TV, Radio and New Media Broadcasting, I gained 
excellent practical skills including filming, editing and production. 

The course content gave me a world of knowledge and expertise to 'think 
outside the box'. Learning with a ‘hands-on’ approach while studying 
helped me hugely when I entered the working world. 

Since graduating, I have worked in RTÉ, set up an award winning 
business OnTheQT.ie and I have been a travel presenter/contributor on 
TV3’s ‘Late Lunch Live’ with video content from OnTheQT”.

Ray Cuddihy (Graduate) 
Teacher, host, actor and puppeteer

Stephanie Lynch  (Graduate) 
Winner of South Cork's B.Y.E Award

OUR GRADUATES 
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At  IT Tralee we are dedicated to the craft and technology of 
TV, radio and new media broadcasting. Modules are delivered in labs and 
studios which fuse broadcast ethics, public service formats and professional 
practice. 

As part of their course work students are afforded the opportunity to 
broadcast on campus radio, a significant contributor to student life. 

Modules are delivered by lecturers with industry experience and projects are 
practical, contributing to the live output of the station.

Having modules integrated with local broadcasting services ensures that 
students are industry ready upon graduation. Our graduates have a strong 
track record in the media industry and find employment as presenters, 
broadcast co-ordinators, producers and station managers. 

Our state of the art Digital Media Centre features a TV studio,
a radio studio, multimedia editing suites, an audio/video library suite, 
a dedicated recording studio and a common project work and exhibition 
space. 

We also have dedicated high-spec multimedia Mac/PC labs, running the 
latest operating systems and the most recent industry-standard versions of 
the relevant software, including the Apple Final Cut suite, Adobe production 
and web design suites, and 3D Studio Max.







 Connect with the I.T Tralee Creative Media Department

www.ittralee.ie

https://www.facebook.com/animationittralee1/
https://www.instagram.com/animationittralee/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCt-A04PmdhG8gfv9X3OYghQ
https://www.linkedin.com/in/animation-ittralee-385086163/?originalSubdomain=ie
https://twitter.com/animationitt?lang=en
https://vimeo.com/user95247114
http://ittralee.ie


Address:   

North Campus,

Dromtacker, Tralee, Co. Kerry, Ireland.

V92 HD4V

Mission Statement:

To excel in teaching, research and development work, 

for the benefit of students, industry and the wider community

Contact us:

Phone   +353 066 7145600
email  info@ittralee.ie
web  www.ittralee.ie     

http://www.ittralee.com


Institute of Technology Tralee
+353 066 7145600
info@ittralee.ie


